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W3 layout template free

We have created some responsive templates with W3. css framework. You can modify, save, share, and use them in all projects. Klass Cafe is a restaurant HTML template with Bootstrap v4.5.2 CSS framework. This website layout is vivid with a white background and red... The Grad
School html template is dedicated to educational websites. The homepage has a full-size video banner with 3 boxes for the contents of a rollover on... Catalog-Z is a free HTML photo video template based on Bootstrap 5 Alpha 2. There are 6 HTML pages, including details about the photo,
video details and... Portrait is a full-width HTML template with a column of a parallax image. This layout on one side has a multi-category gallery with a pop-up image... Ocean Vibes CSS template has a video banner. A 5-page pop-up content box opens. Magnific Popup CSS is used in
this... Xtra Blog is a multifunctional HTML CSS blog template from the TemplateMo website. The left side is a sticky main menu bar that can scroll... Cafe House is a mobile friendly Bootstrap v3.3.5 responsive HTML layout. This is a small café theme design with wonderful graphics... Metro
City uses metro-style grid blocks for different content. This template includes bootstrap v3.3.5 response... Sentra HTML Page has a zooming image slider, cursor of content assing, blog tabs, video, maps, etc. This is a 2-column page formatting with... Vanilla CSS Template is a paralaksa
Bootstrap v4.2.1 layout in ocean blue color theme design. On the right is a fixed sidebar menu... Ramayana is a free Bootstrap v4.2.1 CSS template. This layout in 2 column has a sticky left sidebar with drop-down menu. You can add more HTML... Softy Pinko is a Bootstrap 4.0 Theme
designed for your company or digital marketing website. It has a beautiful pink purple gradient... Art Factory is a bootstrap 4 template with vector graphics. This layout may be appropriate as an HTML destination page for your digital... Simple House is a lightweight CSS template for your
restaurant or coffee shop website. This is a minimal custom layout. 3 HTML pages... A free CSS template is ready to set up web design based on Cascading Sheet Styles (CSS) that form HTML web pages. In HTML editors such as Notepad or Dreamweaver, you can easily change text and
images of content. After that, you can publish your website on any hosting site. You can download CSS 548+ templates from TemplateMo. Klass Cafe is a restaurant HTML template with Bootstrap v4.5.2 CSS framework. This site layout is vividly written with a white background and a red
touch. Exist... The Grad School html template is dedicated to educational websites. The homepage has a full-size video banner with 3 boxes with rollover content at the bottom. Optional... Catalog-Z is a free HTML photo video template based on Bootstrap 5 Alpha 2. There are 6 HTML
pages, including details of video details and pages for listing items.... Portrait is a full-width HTML template with a column of a parallax image. This This The layout has a multi-category gallery with a pop-up area of the image. The template is ... Ocean Vibes CSS template has a video
banner. A 5-page pop-up content box opens. Magnific Popup CSS is used in this layout. Gallery page ... Xtra Blog is a multifunctional HTML CSS blog template from the TemplateMo website. The left side is a sticky main menu bar that can move independently. On the right side... The video
catalog has 4 different HTML pages. The main page has a video banner and a list of videos in the grid layout. The other page is the video details page. It's about the site... Stand Blog HTML CSS Template is ready to serve as a cms theme for your company website. This Bootstrap 4 CSS
layout can be customized for any custom website... Diagoona is a Bootstrap v4.4.1 layout html CSS template. This has a semi-transparent diagonal switch to background images. There are 4 HTML pages for your... Business Oriented is a free CSS template that focuses on corporate
websites. You can also use this for your digital marketing purpose. The head has parallax... Training Studio CSS template is suitable for gym, fitness club, and Yoga club website. This html template is built on the bootstrap v4.3.1 frame. This layout... Real Dynamic HTML template is the
layout of Bootstrap v4.4.1. There are 4 HTML pages, including o, gallery and contact. There's a picture of the parallax belt on all sides. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one
side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit
everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 2 Sixteen Clothing is an HTML template for a product list based on Bootstrap 4.
Products, O, Contact Pages are included. The main side has a rotating belt... The HTML finance template can be used as one or more pages, depending on business needs. It has a full page image slider and a green-yellow color theme.... Comparto is a single-page responsive HTML layout
with a customized can css file. You can customize and apply this layout to your sites. This design was used... Breezed HTML Template is a one-page Bootstrap v4.3.1 layout with all the necessary elements for your standard site. You can use this layout for digital... The new vision is a free
CSS layout based on Bootstrap v4.3.1 and 4 HTML pages included. You can add more pages and content than you need. This multifunctional template... Host Cloud is a Web template for your business. Price tables and different sections are included. The purple color of the gradient is
used for this shape. There... Lava HTML target page has a beautiful orange pink color color The main menu supports drop-down items under the menu. This layout may continue to expand depending on... Simple House is a lightweight CSS template for your restaurant or coffee shop
website. This is a minimal custom layout. 3 HTML pages are included for... This is an HTML CSS template for digital marketing with vector graphics. A total of 5 pages includes a blog, project, and contact. Animated passages used in the department... Art Factory is a bootstrap 4 template
with vector graphics. This layout may be appropriate as a digital marketing HTML destination page. He's got the main menu... Dream Pulse is a one-sided template for scrolling with a sticky sidebar menu. This layout in 2 column uses Bootstrap v4.3.1 and Magnific Popup for objects with a
cart. Main... Softy Pinko is a Bootstrap 4.0 Theme designed for your company or digital marketing website. It has a beautiful pink purple gradient wallpaper head.... The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso
objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In
this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 3 Parallo is a parallax HTML destination page for web
pages applications. It used Bootstrap v4.3.1 latest version. A total of 5 HTML pages are included. The service page has tab content.... Verticard is probably the simplest CSS template with a super minimal layout design. Gallery page has 2 columns 3 rows picture gallery with pop up light....
The next level is a simple CSS Bootstrap template with 4 different pages. The homepage has parallax paintings. This page contains the contents of the tab. Gallery includes tab... Reflux is a one-sided template for scrolling with a sticky left sidebar. This is a bootstrap 4 CSS layout suitable
for a personal portfolio or gallery of websites. Main... Mini Profile is a simple CSS template for your online presence. This is a bootstrap v4.3.1 paralaksa layout. This is suitable for a quick and easy profile... Ramayana is a free Bootstrap v4.2.1 CSS template. This layout in 2 column has a
sticky left sidebar with drop-down menu. You can add more HTML pages when... Html Application elegance has a blue overflow background for the video. Scroll up and down across different sections of the page content. Karusla objects are used in... Sided has 3 simple HTML pages. This
layout is separated into 2 columns, blue and white. The latest version 4.2.1 Bootstrap is used. It's easy to adjust for... CSS Template is a paralaksa Bootstrap v4.2.1 layout in ocean blue color theme design. On the right is a fixed sidebar menu. Carousel... Site is a simple css template
Bootstrap Bootstrap has a small parallax effect of 2 images in the background, one in the head and the other in the leg. Bootstrap v4.1.3 is... A product administrator is an HTML dashboard template with bootstrap v4.1.3 layout. The main menu has drop-down functionality for multiple
menus. Product List, Add /... A survey form with the option to select images can be useful in databases. You can customize this HTML form to customize data entry requirements in any way. Bootstrap... The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll
from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-
out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 4 THE HTML site of the
template consists of drop-down menus, search form, column items, price tables, pop up modal contact form, etc. This layout of Bootstrap CSS is... This is soon an HTML page with a countdown function and even a page pop up the main menu. The image magnification slider makes it
attractive. Highway HTML Template has a whole page video banner and gallery of grid images. About the blog page and pages. The main menu and the contact form are sliding... Beauty is elegant and elegant design of websites using circles and naive boxes. This CSS layout is minimal
and mobile ready using bootstrap v4.1.1 kit.... Sentra HTML Page has a zooming image slider, cursor of content assing, blog tabs, video, maps, etc. This is a page formatting with 2 columns with sticky left sidebar... The Timeless Bootstrap v4.0.0 layout is a simple list of items on the black
and white side. In HTML, you can easily edit text in the video header. The educational response template CSS, which comes with a slider, carousels, simple application forms and a contact form, is known. HTML5 page functions for all in one... Eatery is a coffee shop and restaurant website
CSS template. Includes a beautiful picture slider, a picture gallery to zoom in on the hover screen, and white background sections. Magazee is a one-page HTML5 Bootstrap v4.0.0 template with alternating blocks. This layout is based on a simple red theme color. Avalon is a full-width
template with a list of events. It's a wonderful design based on alternative building blocks. Moonlight is a single-page HTML template that used the horizontal transition of a scroll page. Portfolio Image Gallery uses an internal pop-up window. Contact form and Google Maps... Travel is an
HTML5 template for travel and viewing that includes an HTML form for login and check-out dates. Content tabs are available on for different continents... The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are
included. carusla. One page of the proposal is good for fitness or gym websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout,
you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 5 Letter is a simple login HTML form that includes background image
zoom and particle effect from Vincent Garreau. Hydro is a CSS template landing page with a beautiful blue-green semi-transparent gradient in the background image. This layout includes a pop-up logon... The Power HTML template is a professional bootstrap theme for digital marketing. It
has tabs of content and a cart. You can use this template for companies... Victory is a food and restaurant CSS template with a simple HTML booking form. It also includes food carusor menus. The blog page is included. Tinker CSS Template is a beautiful layout on one page based on
Bootstrap HTML5. Homepage full background image uses parallax effect. You can use this layout... The uploaded template is based on background images of the theme with the effect of 3D flip content. Show/hide menu icons on the left. Page one is a simple and effective layout with
beautiful background images for different sections. Multi-category picture gallery is integrated. Newline is a responsive CSS template based on a yellow and darkgray video background. Pages slide horizontally on white BG content. Short is a really small and simple HTML template that is
responsive and mobile ready. Use this only for your fast website or minimal portfolio. Neaty HTML Template is a simple, minimal and clean layout in 2 column that can be used for any purpose. Supports multiple small-scale picture galleries and... The Fluid Gallery is an online template for a
web network with full-width photos. This layout uses HTML5 CSS3 Bootstrap for responsiveness and mobile ready. The catalys is a modern one-sided design with a beautiful background. Two columns add gray and white with a little transparent background. You can use this... The endless
loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and
maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is
elegant modern architecture gray full image. Page 6 Stimulus HTML template to continue is a personal site layout with metro content style blocks. This theme is great for your portfolio page with your... Upper Upper multiple picture galleries, scrolling background images based on the Hero
slider. This is the responsive layout of Bootstrap 4. Pipeline is a Bootstrap template in 2 column with pink color theme. The picture gallery uses the Bubba levitation effect from Codrops (tympanus). Mobile ready. Metro Fit has a picture gallery at the top of the grid with a pop-up window. This
response layout is based on Bootstrap 4 alpha 3. It's a blue color design clean and beautiful... Motion includes different background videos for different pages. This responsive layout is based on Hero Slider and Bootstrap. Galleries with pop up paintings... A snapshot is a CSS landing page
template that includes 4 sections of content, background images with zoom effect, column for group section, toggle gallery... The Starter app is a free landing page template. This layout has items in columns, price tables, newsletter, and a contact pop-up form. Pink, purple and light blue...
Flat formatting is used by the Hero Slider to pass pages with left and right motion effect. Images in the background of an entire page set for different pages. Galleries and video pages ... Comila is soon a one-page template with animated page elements. Yellow, white and black colours are
used. A strategy is a one-page HTML template with the Hero slider. Price tables, a cart, and a contact form are included. Purple and white used. Classic is a professional layout of websites with the greatest flexibility. Pages have different column schedules. Blog, web pages, and contact
pages that are included. This... Fitness CSS Template includes newsletters, price-setting tables, testimonials, etc. The beautiful hover effects are used. Includes an index page and a blog page. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from
section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out
form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 7 The new event is a fully
responsive template on one side for events, conferences or workshops. This is bootstrap v3.3.6 parallax layout. The content is organized in... The rainbow theme has a beautiful rainbow head and leg on the background of khaki. Tables are decorated with rainbow colored lines. Bootstrap
Layout 4. Ocean is a light blue color one-side template design. It is simple and clean to use for any website. Ocean is a mobile compatible theme based on Bootstrap... Lumino is a pure Bootstrap 4.0 theme, simple and effective to use for any site. Contains one, two, three and tables. 2
pages included for different... Strip Bootstrap 4.0 theme uses a liquid HTML container for responsive design. There are 4 color strips with alternative text curved box for Section. This... Elevate is a clean and simple Bootstrap 4.0 responsive topic. This is the minimum layout for creating a fast
and simple website. The story is a free bootstrap (v4.0 alpha 2) theme. There are 4 pages of content 4 different background images with fades in the output. This is a mobile ready fluid CSS... Sigma Bootstrap 4 Template includes a metro-style image gallery with a responsive light box and
multiple columns of content. It's a simple liquid layout for adjusting... Accord is a metro style Bootstrap theme with several column options. The gallery is the layout of a mason grid with a picture beacon. The contact form and location map is... Puzzle is a clean and fresh Bootstrap v3.3.6
single-page HTML CSS template using alternative images and text blocks. The main background used a blue color image where... Conquer Parallax Template includes several column options for greater flexibility. Conquer is a simple and effective Bootstrap v3.3.6 layout for each type...
Holiday is an excellent Bootstrap v3.3.5 responsive HTML layout for travel and tour websites. The homepage includes a picture slider, a sign-in form, and favorites... The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso
objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In
this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 8 The app's destination page includes sections of features,
downloads, and contacts. Rollover feels nice in the aisle. Bootstrap v3.3.1 is used in this layout. November is a professional template website that is responsive HTML CSS and mobile friendly. This is an icy blue color theme for your company or company... Blaster is a lightweight color one-
side portfolio template that is a simple, responsive and effective Bootstrap v3.3.5 layout. ZigZag uses diagonal background layers for attractive formatting. ZigZag is suitable for websites with minimal content. Metro City uses metro-style grid blocks for different content. This template includes
a bootstrap v3.3.5 response design. Pulse is a parallax template, Bootstrap v3.3.5 mobile ready layout. Included are portfolio light frame galleries and price-setting tables. Onetel is a black theme, Bootstrap v3.3.5 clean and nice CSS layout. Includes a responsive portfolio of image frames
and 4 HTML pages. Simple profile is a one-page sequel with Bootstrap v3.3.5 layout. Fade the images in the background. Themes of blue, green, orange and grey are included for Cafe House is a mobile friendly Bootstrap v3.3.5 responsive HTML layout. This is a small café theme design
with wonderful graphics and predloader... predloader... is an animated Bootstrap v3.3.4 clean layout that includes portfolio masonry network, price tables, contact form. Ultra Profile may be well suited to your web HTML resume. This is based on bootstrap v3.3.4 response layout. You can
use this CSS template as... The engine is a Bootstrap v3.3.4 response layout for automotive or automotive websites. The head and leg are designed by aluminium-blended wheels. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to
section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses
date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 9 Coming Soon HTML page includes 2
themes, a bright and dark background. This is a Bootstrap v3.3.5 layout with a sticky main menu bar at the top. Animated Content Sections... Workforce is a one-page animated responsive mobile ready Bootstrap v3.3.4 layout for each type of company. Medigo is the layout of the parallax,
which responds to the entire city, 4 color themes (blue, green, red, orange). Drop-down menu, multi-category portfolio and blog pages are... Pica is a mobile ready responsive HTML template, flex slider and minimal format. The Bootstrap v3.3.4 layout is used for this CSS layout. Lavish is a
one-sided portfolio of CSS template on dark gray and black. You can use this template as a UX Profile page to continue. This is Bootstrap v3.3.4... Multi Profile contains various elements of the section on different pages such as portfolio, blog, timeline. Bootstrap v3.3.4 Luxury Gold, passion
for fashion, free responsive template for clothing collections, posts in 2 column on the blog, included contact page. Bootstrap v3.3.4 Visual Admin is a free responsive dashboard template. This careful template is bootstrap v3.3.4 mobile ready layout. Compass is a fast and liquid one-page
HTML design. Orange, white and dark-skind colors, used in combination. Includes picture slider, lightbox and bootstrap... An outline is a single page web template with a vertical slide page transition. Bootstrap v3.3.1 layout. The stone-responsive template has different textures and
background shapes. This is a Bootstrap v3.2.0 mobile ready layout. A modest CSS template is a simple and small portfolio page that can be customized for any purpose of the website. We can also use this as a landing page. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax
effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one template is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites.
Page. It uses the date selector to log on /log off. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 10
Super is a free responsive CSS template with bootstrap v3.3.2 layout. This is a darkgray theme, suitable for your business or corporate website. Green is a metro-style template, an elegant block area for content sections. Bootstrap v3.1.1 layout. The split template uses different menu tabs
for different pages with the transition shut down. This is the layout of Bootstrap v3.1.1. This is an animated soon page with the date and time of the countdown. This is the layout of Bootstrap v3.3.4. The Boxer CSS landing page template is intended for the app's landing page. It is built on
HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap 3.3.4 and Font Awesome 4.3.0 and is free... The formatted response template is a combination of brown, white and black colors. This is a Bootstrap v3.3.2 mobile ready layout. Composite is a simple Bootstrap v3.3.2 HTML template that you can use as a web cv
or profile page. The welcome section shows a picture of a full-width band. This... The streaming response template has a full page image slider and is a dark bright color design for personal portfolios. Bootstrap v3.3.1 Grand Design is a free mobile ready template website. This design is
elegant with a golden pink gradient wallpaper. All 4 HTML pages are Bootstrap v3.3.2... Volton is a simple personal portfolio template with a vertical menu on the left sidebar. This is a bootstrap v3.3.1 mobile friendly layout. Brownie is a responsive Bootstrap v3.2.0 layout designed with
rounded rectangular shapes in the left and right alternatively. It offers an animated menu and... A rectangle is a Bootstrap v3.3.1 mobile layout with vertical scrolling pages using a light-green background. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick
scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/
Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 11 Layer is a
parallax template with vertical scroll animated content. Bootstrap column options and sidebar layouts are included. The Crystal Design template has a customizable slider and animated page transitions. Content sections can be easily edited if necessary. Price-setting tables are included.
Alpines HTML Theme has a content and easily efficient mobile layout bootstrap v3.3.1 frame. Curvy Soon is responding soon away with a countdown timer for days, hours, minutes and seconds. Masonry is free website template with an automatically customized picture gallery for each type
of screen size. Gloss is an elegant and professional template website using CSS3 gradients and responsive lightbox galleries. Impressum is a free parallax template, responsive design and multi-categorized portfolio mason network. Iona's responsive theme has smooth curved models. Ion
is a clean and neat Bootstrap v3.2.0 mobile ready layout. You can use this for any web page. The robotic template is a free responsive layout using Bootstrap v3.1.1, polygonal shapes, green and dark colors. A price table is included. Pro Audio is another responsive template for audio or
music companies. It is designed with stylish graphic lines in the head and footer. Kool Store is a free eCommerce responsive template with metro-style grid layout for products. A timeline is a simple responsive template that can be applied to any web page. This is the layout of bootstrap
v3.1.1 and the timeline sections are animated. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class
schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5
template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 12 Conquer is a free responsive template with Bootstrap v3.1.1 and is a scroll layout on one page. The gallery section is included with a responsive image light field. A rainbow
HTML5 theme is a mobile ready layout with different colors for different sections. This is a single-page scroll layout that applies to any web site. The Roller web template is a bootstrap v3.2.0 responsive layout. A total of 6 departments include home, team, price tables, portfolio, testimonials
and contact. Artcore has 12 HTML pages. The homepage has a touch slider. The project page has multiple columns. The blog is setting up masonry grid for posts and a blog post comes with... Freshness is a free responsive template with bootstrap v3.1.1 frame. The formatting is based on
red color diagonal shapes. Raleway is a free HTML5 template with animated page transition effects and this layout is responsive to bootstrap v3.2.0 using slategray background colors. Ocean is a free HTML5 template, attractive waves and shapes, one-page design that can be applied to
any website. Black White is a free HTML5 template, responsive page, simple and efficient layout that is used for any purpose. The form package includes application forms, e-mail forms, forgotten password, account and payment form. Transparent background images were used in two
forms. The barbecue is a free restaurant template and is a responsive layout. Includes picture slider, product categories, blog post, comments, maps, and contacts Template Xenon Bootstrap has attractive diagonal shapes, red, blue, brown and white, gallery portfolios. Dashboard is a free
template dashboard, html5 responsive layout, including forms, tables, charts, graphs, and maps. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness
or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your
website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 13 Zoom is a free template of the HTML5 web site, animated zoom effects with jQuery and confusing background images
for different pages. Flip Turn is a simple 3D flipping 180-degree image in the gallery. You can use this site layout for any purpose. The authentic html5 theme is based on a responsive bootstrap plan. Pages are loaded by scrolling content and remassuring images. Dragonfruit is designed
with jQuery and HTML5 Bootstrap. This layout includes different event sections and timelines. Circle is a portfolio theme, confusing background images and yellow color. The picture gallery includes a responsive light box. Travel is a green html5 color theme for viewing websites. A total of 5
pages are dedicated to different sections and columns. Homepage features a picture and ... Polystar is a free HTML5 template, hexagon format and fixed-width layout. The homepage has a lightbox gallery. The service has different tabs. The team and the contact are... Solidity HTML5
template is based on responsive bootstrap. The content is separated into 4 sections. Portfolio is a gallery for different image sizes with... Flex is an HTML5 fast and fluid responsive layout for any page. It has a simple slider of gallery pictures and images that appear on the responsive light
box. Matrix HTML5 Template includes underground grid blocks for menu items. Portfolio has a gallery of light boxes. Testimonials and how to display 3 tabs of content. Reactive is the HTML5 template on one page, which has a jQuery camera slider, 4-column events, a 3-column price
section, a blog, maps, and contact sections. Karma is a free web template, responsive html5 mobile layout with one page scrolling. The service department has three tabs. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section.
Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. The level of the template is for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date
selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Pop is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 14 Genius is one of the best free template web
pages with HTML5 escaping behind the image. The gallery includes categories and a responsive light box. Sprint is a multifunctional Bootstrap theme designed by green, black and white in perfect combination. Polygon HTML5 theme features gallery of images, on page services with
hexagon box icons, contact form and maps. This is a responsive Bootstrap layout. Tamarillo is a free HTML5 template and all sections are organized into one page design. This CSS3 layout is compatible with all devices. Nature is a free html5 template web page with fade into a full
background image, while the content box runs in with the right side. This layout may be suitable for... The concept is a multifunctional Bootstrap theme. The gallery is integrated with a light box. They have company services and pages under the pages. The contact form and maps are...
Smoothy is a one-page HTML CSS layout based on Bootstrap. It has home page slider effects and quick page scrolling. Urbanic is a free html5 template website from templatemo. This layout on one side is responsive to view on any mobile device. Sonic is a free CSS template with
Bootstrap (version 3.1.1). This is a 2-column layout with a sticky left sidebar. The homepage uses FlexSlider. This design is designed... Fantasy is a little red color theme for free Bootstrap CSS template. Has picture elements listed in rows and columns. The preview page shows a larger
picture. More... Avocado is a free template with minimal layout, yellow background and green color menu. The contents of the page are centered in both horizontal and vertical alignments. Botany is a free responsive template, different background images change automatically on each
page. It is compatible with all devices or screen sizes. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a
class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant
HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 15 Powerful is a free responsive bootstrap template. This liquid layout is ready for mobile devices and provides templatemo for free download. Universe is a free
template website with an attractive background based on a black theme color. A total of 6 standard pages are web gallery, about and contact... Runner is an elegant template website for free download. The home page is integrated with a curved beautiful slider. Standard 6 pages include



blog post, portfolio... Channel is a free template designed in violets You can download it and use it for any purpose. A total of 6 standard HTML pages are included. Spectrum is a free web template with vertical scroll pages. The home page has pop-up images of the gallery. A simple contact
form is included. Florist shop is a free online template for e-shops or online shopping websites. Included are products, shopping cart, FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, AND SIGN-IN PAGES. The trending template has a grid style menu and gallery. A horizontal scrolling passage is
used between pages. There are pop-up images on the gallery page. Smoke House CSS Template has an integrated drop-down menu system and a fixed 2-column layout. This shape used a dark gray background color in 2 layers. Simplex is a free responsive template based on Bootstrap
3.0.0 and this layout works on both mobile and desktop devices. Blactro is a simple layout of a website based on UI in the style of windows 8 metro. A horizontal scrolling transition is used to modify the page. Eco Tree is a free template with a 3-column layout. There are different columns
about page functions. A blog post includes comments with multiple levels. The theme of the catalog is the HTML5-CSS3 template, which is based on Twitter Bootstrap (version 3.0), which can work on any screen size and mobile devices. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with
parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or
travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full
image. Page 16 dragonfly is a small layout on one side using jQuery and levelSlider. This is a free template website templatemo.com a website that can be used for any purpose. Blue Tech is a free template designed by blue color base and iconic menu elements. Standard 6 pages are at
home, services, gallery, news, blog, contact. A protected template is a fixed-width layout. A total of 6 pages includes 2-columns, 3-columns, 4-column layouts for content such as news, gallery, contact, etc. Tech Layer is a free mini theme designed with colorful navigation for the main menu
and dark gray wallpaper. This is a layout on one side using jQuery horizontal scrolling... Responsive Theme is a liquid layout based on the Bootstrap frame. A total of 6 pages includes home page, o, gallery, blog, full page for blog publishing and contact page. The NightLight theme is
designed with a pink-purple dark background that is perfect for parties or events. Total 6 included for the gallery, news, article with... Titanium is a professional web design template. Two versions of the home page are included with both the slider level and the elegant XML flash slider.
Pages for blogs and galleries ... Gallery is a layout on one side with a yellow-beige curved shape. Level Slider is used on the first page and Slim Box 2 2 used in the portfolio section. Horizontal scrolling... Focus is one side of the template with the main metro-style menu. The vertical flow
effect is intended for the passage of different sides. The background has a vortex... A music gallery is a website template that uses a dark gray background color with an attractive galaxy head. Content can be divided into blocks with 2 columns and 3 columns. Connect is a one-page
template using green and beige wallpapers. The JavaScripts feature is integrated to move vertically between pages. The shoe template is an e-commerce theme for shopping-related sites. This template includes the creation of a shopping cart page, unsue, products, products... The endless
loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and
maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is
elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 17 Agency is a css template for fashion trends or model agencies. This layout is created with horizontal line strips using brown and khaki colors. Complete blog layout ... Content is separated by horizontal layers in the Orando CSS
template. The homepage has a jQuery Dual Slider and drop-down menu. The blog page is available with several levels... Aqua Theme is designed with cold background water bubbles in light blue. This is one page layout using jQuery vertical scroll effect for the page... Metro Theme is a
black layout on one side with an attractive grid menu and has a jQuery horizontal scroll between pages. Gift Red is a free website template for the Christmas season. It has attractive and beautiful graphics headers. It is designed as a 3-column layout. Design Work is an elegant and
professional website template that can be used for every purpose. This template is easy to edit and adapt to needs. The bookstore template is designed against the background of darkgray content and yellowish simple texture for areas of the head and foot. The content areas can be divided
into 2, 3,... Singular is a clean and professional one-sided theme using jQuery horizontal scrolling pages. The main menu is built with beautiful icons. Carousel Theme is designed with a dark gray gradient wallpaper using a pixelated effect in the middle horizon. Homepage features a jQuery
Carousel slider. 2-column... Slate theme is completely based on dark or teal colors with a slight gradient effect. There are 6 pages available, including the layout of a blog post. The morning template has a green yellow gradient in the background There are 2 versions of the home page. One
is the SlideItMoo picture slider and the other is the flashmo grid... The work centre is a professionally designed website for everyone. The home page is integrated with the 3D Piecemaker. A total of 6 standard HTML pages is ... The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax
effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel
websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image.
Page 18 Simple grid is a layout on one side using jQuery vertical transition scrolling between pages. The design of the background grid is the use of slategray or steel color. Beauty Class is a 2-tower web template designed by pinky gradient bokeh wallpaper. Homepage features jQuery
Slimbox 2 slider. Post in the blog is available with more ... Station Shop is an e-commerce template in HTML-CSS that can be customized and applied to each type of online CMS store. Product details, shopping cart and unsue... The water theme is simply designed in aqua or aquamarine
color. Standard pages 5 are included in this template. The home page is integrated with flash grid slider. Soft Link Template is designed in gray and white. The home page is integrated with the 3D Piecemaker. Other pages are based on 2 column layouts. Full... Techno theme is a modern
and elegant template, designed by orange, dark gray and black color using metal bars. There are 6 HTML pages, including a blog post... The fresh zone is based on the colour of almonds or wheat. The home page is integrated with jQuery dualSlider. The content is divided into 2-column
and 4-column style. The entire blog... Dark Pro has JSliderNews and 4-column sections. This is based on a black menu with a drop-down sub-menu. The background is dark gray to black gradient diagonally... Accordion Theme is a free website layout for every purpose. The homepage has
a jQuery accordion slider. The blog page is included and the full blog post contains several... Mini Two is a brown color one-sided theme with orange head graphics. Pages scroll up and down with the Coda jQuery script slider. The text menu is easy... Mini One is a brown color one-sided
theme with orange head graphics. Pages scroll up and down with the Coda jQuery script slider. The graphic menu with 90... The main menu includes drop-down sub-menus. The home page is integrated with the XML Flash Grid Slider. Blog Page... The endless loop is html template
Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or Website. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable
for hotels or travel websites. Form Form Form / Unseration uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture
dark gray full image. Page 19 Green Jelly home page is beautifully integrated with jQuery Level Slider. The content area contains 2 column and 4-column structures. The blog page is included in ... Single Slider is an easy to use one-sided layout with a jQuery Kwicks accordion for page
transitions and an attractive background image. An online store is an e-commerce template for all types of CMS. Included are products, details, shopping cart, and unsue pages. The purple beam is a 4-column and has a Level Slider. Other pages are in a 2-column column, and the blog post
contains several level comments. It has an HTML contact form and... Graphite Template uses the flash slider. Portfolio thumbnails have beautiful borders and shading. The blog has a list of posts and a blog post comes with... Grand Mini Theme is decorated with beautiful menu icons. This is
one long page layout for all pages based on a dark blue background. Rosey Pixel is a chic theme on one side using dark red background colors. The header is decorated with pixelated graphics. Platinum is a free theme with a horizontal gray menu bar at the top. The layout includes
sections with 2 columns and 3 columns. This template can be used for any purpose. Black Wall is a free template website using black wooden strips as background images. This HTML CSS template can be used for any purpose. A purple template is a 2-column layout that was shaped by
the bokeh header background. There are 6 HTML pages available and the home page is integrated with the Flash XML slider. Golden Ray is a simple and effective free template with a one-page layout. The portfolio section is integrated with a light field. Blue Smoothie is a template with a
blue gradient head and a black menu with a candy bar. The home page and gallery use a 3-column layout. Other pages use the layout in 2 columns. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included.
Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can
edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 20 Magic Color is a light template using colorful blue, green, white
backgrounds. The main menu is elegant with an orange candy bar. Sand paper is a clean, clean and professional layout on one side. page sections are connected within one long vertical page. Blue Urban is designed with simple crooks at the head and leg. The home page is a 3-column
style, and the other pages are pages with 2 columns. A vertical theme is one page of the mini template template vertical scroll side. The layout is designed with black and red colors. The pink round CSS template has round angles with red toppings. The home page has 3-column content
and other pages scheduling in a 2-column style. The portfolio is used by... The yellow star is designed with gold color gradients. Some pages are organized into a 3-column style, and some pages are organized in a 2-column. Briefcase is another free CSS template for you. This template is
clean, clean and well designed using the white content area on a dark grunge background. Green Home is a free template designed with bright green colored head graphics based on a white color background. Content is organized into 2-column and 3-column... Grunge Mini is a free css
template designed using dark brown background graphics. This layout includes standard 5 pages that scroll horizontally. Sailing Theme is a free template designed by blue skies and sea base, which at the top offers a jQuery content slider. Different pages have 2-columns and... Glossy Box
is a solidly designed template using grey boxes with a colorful background. A standard 5-page and contact form are included. Sandy Theme is designed with wooden head graphics and wooden menu frame. This template is a layout in 2 columns using sand background color. The endless
loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and
maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is
elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 21 Stable Business is a free template design that is segmented horizontally with different beige colors. You can use this template for any purpose. Blue Sofa is a W3C-compliant website template. This layout can be edited and applied
to each type of usage. A total of 5 pages are included. Green Board is a one-page layout design using javascript coda slider for horizontal scroll page transitions. Blue Marble is a blog theme with blue and black background color. The layout is divided into 2 fixed-width columns. Five
different sites in total, including... The village is a layout of brown color using horizontal segments. The content area is divided into a symmetrical 2-column style. The contact form is included. The Theme Sias page is a free template designed using brown and orange colors. The layout is
divided into 2-columns, left sidebar, and right-sided area.... Smoky Template is a free CSS template with 5 HTML pages using light blue yellow gradient smoky wallpaper. You can use this template for any purpose. The magazine is a clean and clean free CSS layout using a white
background. Main features of page level level Gallery site is integrated with Slimbox 2 JS popup.... Pink Business - The home page is integrated with the jQuery content slider. This template is a layout in 2 columns with minimum header background colors. The green box is the standard
template of a website with tabs with typical services. The head and foot are decorated with little beautiful graphics. This template contains... City Blog is a dark brown theme theme of the 2-column blog template. A total of 5 pages are included. The site to post on the entire blog has several
level comments. Orange spice is a beautifully crafted template using an orange background color. This is a left-aligned layout with a total of 5 different pages. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are
included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout,
you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 22 Ocean Blue is a clean and elegant template with blue and white
color. This template is flexible and flexible for all purposes. A total of 5 different HTML pages... The wooden wall is a beautifully crafted layout on one side with horizontal sliding sides. Wallpaper Wooden ribbons is decorated with green foliage. The golden star is designed with beautiful
rounded nods. The home page is integrated with JavaScript Level Slider. 5 different page layouts are included. Light Gray is a clean, simple and professional template. 5 different layout styles are included. Mini Wave is designed with beautiful yellow green waves and is a single side layout
with a page scroll slider code horizontally. The tomato template is designed using a coral background and brown top menu bar. This free CSS template includes 5 HTML pages. Blue Ice is simply a beautiful style template in one column using a blue background and orange leg section. The
green home page has a thumbnail stack XML flash slider and a 3-column area content in a dark green background. A total of 5 standard pages are included. Gallery... Power theme are designed by beautiful rounded corners and colorful header graphics. This is a 2-column layout that you
can use for any purpose. Total 6 HTML... Neo blog theme is designed with nice graphics headers. The home page is integrated with the SlideViewerPro JavaScript slidescript. The site to post the entire blog is included with... Biz Theme is a simple CSS template using 2 column layouts. Blue
and white are applied with the above curve shapes around the area of the logo. Soft Round is a clean and clean HTML CSS template using blue and green colors. It offers 5 standard sites. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. Parallax. quickly scroll from
section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out
form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 23 Floral Beige is a free CSS
template specifically designed as a blog theme. The head is decorated with floral graphics. Full blog post features on several levels ... The wall shelf is a beautifully crafted single page layout that uses a coda slider to scroll horizontally between sides. Liquid is a free CSS template with a
total of 5 different pages. The home page is integrated with the 3D Piecemaker. The portfolio page is loaded with the jQuery slider... The red top is a layout template with 2 columns, which uses red color for the upper half of the area and the ivory color for the area of the lower half. The
homepage is integrated with Flash Bar... Blue Motion is a professional website layout with 5 pages. The home page is integrated with the jQuery slider. Other pages have two columns in different... An ing template is one page layout with 5 different sections. The template is designed using
beautiful yellow corners and almond background colors. The sandbox template is designed with the gray background background of the sand texture. The main menu is decorated with light bulbs. The homepage is integrated with Piecemaker 3D... The green box is simply a mini-site
consisting of 5 sections within the same page. Portfolio section is integrated with pirobox jQuery lightbox to display... Ancient Theme is a 2-column layout of an entire site 5 page template for everyone. It is easy to customize and ask for each type of CMS. Blue Candy is a 2-tower
symmetrical layout using dark grey bases and blue candy bars. A total of 5 standard pages are included. Pinky is a template with 2 columns in 2 columns, designed using beautiful rounded corner shapes. The design is customizable for editing and use for whatever purposes. Mini Social is
an entire site 5 pages scrolling vertically using JavaScripts. This HTML and CSS code template is consistent with W3C standards. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side
of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything
that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 24 Tomato Template is a mini site template with JavaScripts JavaScripts slider page transitions.
Red and light gray are used for the appearance and feel of the layout. The construction and construction template uses darkSlateGray and OliverDrab colors. The template consists of 5 HTML pages that comply with W3C standards. Chrome 3D Template is a clean and professional
standard-compliant layout. The homepage is integrated with PieceMaker 3D Flash Slider. Six standard pages in total... Sky Blue is a free website template designed in a 3-column style. This template is a W3C-compliant layout that can be used for any purpose. The family is simply an
elegant template using a network of head silhouettes and DarkSlateGray wallpapers. The brilliantly bright gray gradient main menu fits perfectly with the head.... Cafe and Bakery is a mini website, including 5 pages that scroll vertically. This template is designed using pink gradient and black
colors on the side. The platform is a mini theme page that includes vertical scrolling scrolling page transitions. This template includes 5 mini-pages. Wooden Strip is a website blog theme with a 2-column style that can be applied to any blogging platform. The link is simply an effective and
clean layout with a teal head, light gray content area and black leg. Orange Blog Theme is an HTML CSS template in 2 columns with a total of 5 different pages, including a full page for posting on the blog with comments at mulit level. The gallery's page is... Christmas Red is the perfect
template website using beautiful red color head graphics. The blog page includes a page system and a blog post page... Christmas Night is a template throughout the city with captivating graphics of the headers and footers using the dark blue theme of the sky. The homepage has a Flash
slider. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a
contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The
background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 25 Press Blog is a free CSS template using pink, light gray and white color. A total of 5 different pages are available. The homepage is integrated with jQuery... Holiday Template is a clean and clean HTML layout using
aqua and white colors. Pineapple is a clean and elegant layout of the website using yellow and white colors in combination. Floral Design is a beautiful template website using mixed yellow-blue colors. A total of 5 different pages are included. Mighty is a template on an entire site, integrated
with the jQuery content slider. Involved 5 different page layouts. Binder template is a standard-compliant 2-column layout, and a total of 5 pages are included. You can use this for any web page. The light house is web template with black background color. Red Blog Theme is a free HTML
CSS template with a total of 5 different pages included. This is a layout in 2 columns with multi-step commenting. Urban City is a 2-column CSS layout integrated with Level Slider. This layout uses teal and white. Eco Green is simply a clean design using light green and light grey. A total of
5 different pages are included in this template. Violet template is integrated with JavaScript sliders. In an attractive way, he uses purple color to shape the head and footer. The background of the contents uses light... Global Web is a whole site of 5 HTML pages of Dreamweaver template.
This layout has a head of maps of the world. The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a quick scroll from section to section. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class
schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5
template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Page 26 Yellow Cafe is a standard compliant HTML CSS single page layout that can be used for any purpose. Big City is a one-page free css layout for all purposes. This web
template is based on the dark red background color. Curve Site is a professionally designed 5-page template, compliant with standards, using rounded crooks and dark blue background colors. Black Fox has a template on the entire site with 5 standard pages that use a black background.
This can be edited or customized for use for any purpose. Multi Color is a standard consistent one-sided HTML/CSS layout that can be used for any purpose of a web site. Design Agency is a professional web template throughout the site using bright gray background colors. It is a layout in
2 column, which is integrated with Flash Image Slider. Five in total... Eye Candy is a professional template on the whole site with integrated Flash Image Slider. Eye Candy is based on blue and dark gray background color. An active template is a 5-page template on the entire site that uses
a beige background color and a bright green head. This layout has a simple and attractive 2-tower structure.... Clean Blog is a simple clean and clean 2-column layout website that can be customized for any CMS blogging. A total of 5 pages included in this template. Full Post Page... Chess
is a multifunctional completed (5-page) template in a 3-column with a gray background theme. Ancient Blog Template is a 2-column blog HTML-CSS layout using wooden red background headers and dark gray main background color. The global proposal is the world map graphic and
contains a total of 5 pages, including a contact form. The entire layout uses the background of Dark Slate Gray... The endless loop is html template Bootstrap 4.0 with parallax effect. It has a fast fast from department to department. Caruso objects are included. Gymso one side of the
proposal is good for fitness or fitness websites. This scroll layout has a class schedule, a members pop-up form, a contact form, and maps. Level template is suitable for hotels or travel websites. The Login/ Check-out form uses date selection. In this layout, you can edit everything that
meets the needs of your website. Pop Design is a simple and elegant HTML5 template that includes pop-up pages. The background is elegant modern architecture dark gray full image. Picture.
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